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1. INTRODUCTION
The questions addressed in this paper are motivated by some recent
results concerning the existence of global in time weak solutions to the
NavierStokes equations of compressible viscous flow. More specifically,
we show that any sequence of weak solutions satisfying the natural a priori
estimates contains a subsequence converging (not necessarily strongly) to
another weak solution of the same problem. Such a result is crucial for
proving existence for the Cauchy problem (cf. Lions [11]), the existence of
time periodic solutions (see [5]), or when the long-time behaviour is
examined (cf. [6]). The system in question may be written as
*
t
+div(*u)=0, (1.1)
*u
t
+div(*uu)+{P=div T(u)+*f. (1.2)
Here the fluid is characterized by the velocity u=[u1 (t, x), u2 (t, x),
u3 (t, x)] of the particle moving through a point x # R3 at time
t # (0, T )/R1, and the mass density *(t, x). The stress tensor T is given by
the formula
Ti, j (u)=+ \u
i
x j
+
u j
x i++* div u $i, j , i, j=1, 2, 3,
where *, + are viscosity coefficients assumed constant and satisfying
+>0, *++0.
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The motion is driven by a given external force f=[ f 1 (t, x), f 2 (t, x),
f 3 (t, x)].
We consider a general barotropic case, i.e., the pressure P and the den-
sity * are functionally dependent and the relation between them is given by
the equation of state:
P= p(*), p non-decreasing and locally Lipschitz continuous on [0,),
p(0)=0. (1.3)
To simplify the presentation, we consider only solutions *, u periodic in
x=(x1 , x2 , x3) with a period, say, |=2?. Accordingly, a suitable function
space framework is provided by functions defined on the set
(t, x) # Q=(0, T )_T, where
T=([0, 2?]| [0, 2?])3 is topologically equivalent to a torus.
The total energy E of the system is given by the formula
E(t)=|
T
1
2
*(t) |u(t)|2+P(*(t)) dx, where P(*)=|
*
1
|
y
1
p$(s)
s
ds dy.
Multiplying, formally, Eq. (1.2) by u, integrating by parts and using
Eq. (1.1), we obtain the energy inequality
dE(t)
dt
+|
T
+ |{u(t)|2+(++*) |div u(t)|2 dx|
T
*(t) f(t) .u(t) dx. (1.4)
Recently, Lions [11] proved the existence of global weak solutions of
the Cauchy problem for (1.1), (1.2) satisfying (1.4) in D$(0, T ) provided the
growth of p for large arguments is sufficiently fast. The system being non-
linear, such a result is closely related to the problem of compactness of the
set of solutions bounded in the topologies induced by available a priori
estimates (cf. Lions [11, Chap. 1]). To be more specific, consider a family
*n , un of weak solutions of (1.1), (1.2) with P= pn (*n), f=fn such that
Pn (*n) is uniformly bounded in L (0, T; L1 (T)), (1.5)
- *n |un | is uniformly bounded in L (0, T; L2 (T)), (1.6)
u in are uniformly bounded in L
2 (0, T; W1, 2 (T)) for i=1, 2, 3 (1.7)
and
*%n pn (*n) uniformly bounded in L
1 (Q) for a certain % 15 . (1.8)
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Now, the quantities pn , fn approching some limit values p, f, the main issue
we intend to discuss here is to find sufficient conditions so that *n , un may
converge to a solution *, u of the limit problem.
To formulate our main result, some hypotheses concerning the structural
properties of the functions pn are needed. In addition to (1.3), we shall
assume there exist positive constants ci , i=1, 2, 3 such that
c1z#&c2pn (z)pn (2z)c3 ( pn (z)+1) for all z0 (1.9)
holds with the exponent #,
# 95 . (1.10)
Moreover, we suppose there exists a function k: [0, ) [ [0, ) such
that
0p$n(z)k(Y) for a.e. z # (0, Y). (1.11)
As for the sequence fn , we require
|fn | uniformly bounded in L (Q) and f in  f
i strongly in L1 (Q), i=1, 2, 3.
(1.12)
Our main result reads as follows:
Theorem 1.1. Let pn be a sequence of functions satisfying the hypotheses
(1.3), (1.9)(1.11) with the quantities ci , i=1, 2, 3 and k independent of n.
Let *n0, un solve Eqs. (1.1), (1.2) in D$(Q) with P= pn (*n) and f=fn
satisfying (1.12). Moreover, let the estimates (1.5)(1.8) be satisfied. Finally,
let at least one of the following conditions hold: Either
*n (0, .)  *0 strongly in L1 (T), (1.13)
or
*n (0, .)=*n (T, .) for all n, (1.14)
or
div un  0 strongly in L2 (Q). (1.15)
Then, passing to subsequences if necessary,
pn  p uniformly on compact sets of [0, ), (1.16)
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and
*n  * weakly in L2 (Q), (1.17)
pn (*n)  p(*) weakly in L1 (Q), (1.18)
u in  u
i weakly in L2 (0, T; W1, 2 (T)), i=1, 2, 3 (1.19)
where *, u=[u1, u2, u3], P= p(*) and f satisfy (1.1), (1.2) in D$(Q).
Remark 1.1. Following the ideas of DiPerna and Lions [4] one can
show that *n # C([0, T]; L1 (T)) and, consequently, (1.13), (1.14) make
sense (see Lemma 2.2 below).
Remark 1.2. The last inequality in (1.9) is nothing else but the 22-con-
dition used in the theory of Orlicz spaces. It makes possible to estimate
pn (*n) in terms of the ‘‘potential energy’’ Pn (*n) (see Lemma 2.1).
Remark 1.3. The validity of (1.5)(1.7) along with the hypothesis (1.13)
may be easily justified for the solutions of the Cauchy problem with fixed
(or compactly varying) initial density and bounded initial energy. The
estimates (1.5)(1.7) also hold for any finite mass time-periodic solution
satisfying (obviously) the hypothesis (1.14) (see [5, Lemma 4.2]).
The estimate (1.8) may be formally deduced applying a Bogovskii type
multiplier 2&1xi [*
%], i=1, 2, 3 to Eq. (1.2). Such a procedure may be
rigorously justified both for the Cauchy problem (cf. Lions [11]) and the
time periodic case (see [5, Lemma 4.2]). In fact, the only reason to assume
the lower bound (1.10) is that it yields, along with (1.8), (1.9), boundedness
of *n in the space L2 (Q). This in turn implies that *n is a renormalized
solution of the equation (1.1) in the sense of DiPerna and Lions [4], i.e.,
*n # C([0, T]; L1 (T)) and
b(*n)t+div(b(*n) un)+(b$(*n) *n&b(*n)) div un=0 in D$(Q) (1.20)
for any b # C1[0, ) globally Lipschitz on [0, ) (cf. Lemma 2.2).
Remark 1.4. The hypothesis (1.15), no matter how strong it seems, is
satisfied in a number of important cases. Suppose, e.g., we have a global
weak solution of (1.1), (1.2) with
f(t, x)=g(t, x)+{F(x),
where
sup
x # T
max
i
| g i (t, x)| # L1 (0, ).
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Now, the energy E may be modified to contain an additional term
T F* dx and it is easy to deduce from the energy inequality (1.4) that
|

0
|
T
|{u|2 dx dt is finite.
Consequently, the sequence of the time-shifts
*n (t, x)=*(t+n, x), un (t, x)=u(t+n, x)
will satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 for any finite T, say, T=1.
Accordingly, we obtain
*n  *, p(*n)  p(*) weakly in L1 (Q),
where * is a solution of the stationary problem
{p(*)=*{F on T.
More precise results as well as a thourough discussion of this problem
including the question of uniqueness of the stationary states and develop-
ment of vacua for large times can be found in Stras kraba [14] (N=1) and
[6] (general case).
Remark 1.5. The hypothesis (1.12) of the strong convergence of fn may
be omitted (i.e., replaced by the weak convergence of a subsequence) if, for
instance, pn= p and p is strictly increasing.
Remark 1.6. The restriction on the dimension N=3 is given by the
physical significance of this case. Of course, similar results could be proved
when N{3 with suitable restrictions on the exponent #. Specifically, the
result is true when N=2, # 32 and for N>3 and #
N
2 .
Theorem 1.1 under the hypothesis (1.13) and for pn= p, fn=f was
proved by Lions [11, Chap. 1]. His proof is based on regularity of the
commutator
uiRi, j[*u j]&R i, j[*u iu j], where Ri, j=xi 2
&1xj .
More specifically, by virtue of the results of Coifman and Meyer [3], the
above quantity belongs to the Sobolev space W1, q provided ui # W1, 2,
*u j # L p, p>2, and
1
q
=
1
p
+
1
2
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(cf. Lions [11, Chap. 1, Step 3]). This argument is correct provided * is
bounded in L# with #>3 since u j # W 1, 2/L6. No indication is given how
to carry over this step for general # 95 .
The aim of the present paper is to give a different proof of compactness
based solely on compensated compactness arguments, namely, on the weak
continuity of the bilinear operator
Qi, j[v, w]=v(xi 2
&1xj)[w]&w(xi 2
&1xj)[v] (1.21)
on the product L p (T)_Lq (T) with
1
p
+
1
q
<1.
We give a very elementary proof of this fact (see Proposition 4.1 and
Corollary 4.1), which may be easily deduced from the much more general
results stated in Coifman et al. [2] and Li et al. [9] (cf. Section 4).
As a matter of fact, the time-periodic case covered by the hypothesis
(1.14) seems more delicate than the Cauchy problem. Consider, for
example, a very naive ‘‘phase transition’’ model with
pn= p, fn=f, f|B=0 for some B/T,
where
p$(z)=0 on some interval z # [r1 , r2]
Obviously, any function *n (x), independent of t, supported in B, and
ranging in the interval [r1 , r2] satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 (specifi-
cally (1.14)) with un=0. Clearly, and in contrast to the Cauchy problem,
a family of oscillating solutions may be constructed which is not (strongly)
compact in L1 (Q).
2. PRELIMINARIES
We start with an elementary consequence of the hypothesis (1.9):
Lemma 2.1. Let pn satisfy (1.3), (1.9)(1.11) with the quantities k, ci ,
i=1, 2, 3 independent of n.
Then there exist constants c4 , c5 , ;>0, independent of n, such that
pn (z)c4 (1+Pn (z)) (2.1)
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and
pn (z)c5 (1+z;) (2.2)
for all z0. Moreover, passing to a subsequence as the case may be, (1.16)
holds with the limit function p satisfying (1.3), (1.9)(1.11).
Proof. As Pn0 and pn bounded on the interval [0, 2] independently
of n (cf. (1.11)), it is enough to show (2.1) for z2. Changing the order of
integration we obtain:
Pn (z)=|
z
1
|
y
1
p$n(s)
s
ds dy=|
z
1
|
z
s
1
s
dy p$n(s) ds=|
z
1
z&s
s
p$n(s) ds
|
z2
1
p$n (s) dspn \z2+& pn (1)
1
c3
pn (z)& pn(1)&1,
where the last inequality is a consequence of (1.9).
To show (2.2), observe that, by virtue of (1.9), there exist z01, ;>1
independent of n such that
pn (2z)2;pn (z) for all zz01.
Accordingly,
pn (2 jy)2 j; pn ( y)(2 jy); pn (2z0) for any y # [z0 , 2z0]
and any nonnegative integer j.
Finally, observe that any zz0 may be written as z=2 jy for a certain
y # [z0 , 2z0], j nonnegative integer, which completes the proof of (2.2).
The local uniform convergence of pn follows from (1.11). Clearly the limit
function p obeys (1.3), (1.9)(1.11). K
Now, using the estimates (1.5), (1.8) we get the following:
Corollary 2.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, we have
*n bounded in L (0, T; L# (T)) & L2 (Q), (2.3)
pn (*n) bounded in L (0, T; L1 (T)) & L: (Q), with :=1+
%
;
(2.4)
independently of n.
The next assertion is based on the concept of the renormalized solutions
introduced by DiPerna and Lions [4] and could be recovered from Lions
[10, Chap. 2].
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Let us introduce the cut-off operators
Tk (z)=min[ |z|, k] sgn(z), k>0 (2.5)
and
Mk (z)={z log(z)k log(k)+(1+log(k))(z&k)
if zk,
if z>k,
k1.
Moreover, denote
sgn+ (z)=0 if z<0, sgn+ (z)=1 if z0.
Lemma 2.2. Let u, {u belong to L2 (Q), * # L (0, T; L# (T)) & L2 (Q),
and let (1.1) hold in D$(Q).
Then * # C([0, T]; L1 (T)),
t Tk (*)+div(Tk (*)u)&k sgn+ (*&k) div u=0 in D$(Q) (2.6)
and
|
t2
t1
|
T
Tk (*) div u dx dt
=|
T
Mk (*(t1)) dx&|
T
Mk (*(t2) dx for all 0t1<t2T. (2.7)
Proof. We use (t) = ( y&x) as test functions for (1.1), where
 # D(0, T ) and = is a family of regularizing kernels on T. Denoting the
convolution *= * V = we get
t*=+div(*=u)=r= ,
where, by virtue of [10, Lemma 2.3] (see also [12, Lemma 2.3]), the func-
tions r= tend to zero in L1 (Q).
Now, it is a matter of routine to observe that *= are precompact in the
space
C([0, T]; L1 (T))
and the strong continuity of * follows letting =  0.
Similarly, we can deduce that * satisfies (1.20) and (2.7) follows by
choosing b=Mk .
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Finally, approximating Tk by a sequence T =k , where
T =k(z)=|
z
0
g= (s) ds
with
g= (z)={
1
=&1(k+z+=)
=&1(k&z+=)
0
if z # [&k, k],
if z # (&k&=, &k),
if z # (k, k+=),
if |z|k+=,
and using (1.20) for T =k , we deduce the relation (2.6) applying the Lebesgue
dominated convergence theorem. K
3. CONVERGENCE
The results presented in this section are entirely standard in the sense
that they follow by a direct application of compactness embedding
theorems in Sobolev spaces, weak compactness, etc.
To begin, observe that (1.17) and (1.19), for subsequences if necessary,
follow respectively from the estimates (2.3) and (1.7).
By virtue of (1.6), (1.7), (2.3), and the embedding W1, 2 (T)/L6 (T), we
get
*n un uniformly bounded in L (0, T; Lq1 (T)) & L2 (0, T; L65 (T))
with q1=
2#
#+1
. (3.1)
Thus using (1.1) we obtain
t*n uniformly bounded in L2(0, T; W&1, 65(T)).
Since L#(T) is compactly embedded into W&1, 65 and (2.3) holds, we can
use the Banach space version of the ArzelaAscoli theorem to infer that
*n are precompact in C([0, T], W&1, 65(T))
and, consequently,
*n  * in C([0, T]; L#weak(T)). (3.2)
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Similarly, using (2.6) we deduce
Tk (*n)  Tk (*) in C([0, T]; Lqweak(T)), 1<q<. (3.3)
Here and in what follows, we shall use the notation g(v) for a weak limit
of a sequnce g(vn).
Now, the relation (3.2) implies strong convergence of *n in C([0, T],
W&1, 2 (T)) which, combined with (1.19) and (2.3), yields
*n u in  *u
i weakly in L2 (0, T; Lq2 (T)), i=1, 2, 3,
where q2=
6#
#+6
. (3.4)
Similarly as in the proof of (3.2), one can express the time derivative of
*n un by means of (1.2) and use (3.1) to obtain
*n u in  *u
i in C([0, T]; Lq1weak(T)), i=1, 2, 3. (3.5)
Finally, as q1> 65 , the relation (3.5) implies strong convergence of *nu
i
n
in the space C([0, T]; W&1, 2 (T)) and we conclude, exactly as when
proving (3.4),
*n u inu
j
n  *u
iu j weakly in L2 (0, T; Lq3 (T)), i, j=1, 2, 3
with q3=
6#
4#+3
.
To conclude, (2.4) implies
pn (*n)  p(*) weakly in L: (Q), (3.6)
and the hypothesis (1.12) gives rise to
*n f in  * f
i weakly in L2 (Q), i=1, 2, 3. (3.7)
Accordingly, using the above results we infer that *, u satisfy Eq. (1.1)
together with
*u
t
+div(*uu)+{p(*)=div T(u)+*f (3.8)
in D$(Q). Thus to complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 it is enough to show
p(*)= p(*), (3.9)
i.e., the relation (1.18). This will be done in the following two sections.
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4. THE EFFECTIVE VISCOUS FLUX
Lemma 4.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, we have
lim
n   |Q ( pn (*n)&(*+2+) div un) Tk (*n) dx dt
=|
Q
(p(*)&(*+2+) div u) Tk (*) dx dt (4.1)
for any k and  # D(0, T ).
The quantity S= p(*)&(*+2+) div u is the effective viscous flux whose
regularity properties have already been observed by Hoff [8], Serre [13],
Lions [11], and many others. In fact, the proof of the existence of solu-
tions to the Cauchy problem given by Lions [11] requires a stronger
property of S, namely, the quantity under the integral on the left-hand side
of (4.1) should converge weakly to the quantity on the right-hand side.
The rest of this section will be devoted to the proof of Lemma 4.1. To
this end, consider the test functions
.i (t, x)=(t) Ai [Tk (*(t, x))], i=1, 2, 3
with
Ai [v]=2&1[xi v], i=1, 2, 3
the operators considered by Bogowskii [1] (cf. also Galdi [7]), where 2&1
stands for the inverse of the Laplacian on the space of spatially periodic
functions with zero mean. The function  belongs to D(0, T ).
We have
xi Ai v=v&
1
|T| |T v. (4.2)
Here, and always in the sequel, the summation convention is used.
Moreover, by virtue of the standard elliptic regularity results,
&Aiv&W1, s(T)c(s) &v&Ls(T) , 1<s<, in particular,
&Ai v&Lq(T)c(q, s) &v&Ls(T) , q finite, provided
1
q

1
s
&
1
3
, (4.3)
&Aiv&L(T)c(s) &v&Ls(T) if s>3.
Note that (4.3), the hypotheses (1.5)(1.8) together with the fact that Tk (*)
satisfies (2.6) justifies the choice of .i as test functions for (1.2).
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Accordingly, after a bit lengthy but routine computation, we obtain,
using Lemma 2.2, the identity
|
Q
( pn (*n)&(*+2+) div un) Tk (*n) dx dt
&
1
|T| |
T
0
 \|T pn (*n) dx+ |T Tk (*n) dx dt
=|
Q
k sgn+ (*n&k)(div un) Ai[*nu in]&t *nu
i
n Ai[Tk (*n)] dx dt
+|
Q
uiQi, j[Tk (*n), *nu jn]&*n f
i
nAi[Tk (*n)] dx dt, (4.4)
where the quantities Qi, j are defined by (1.21).
By virtue of (3.3), (1.19), we get
Tk (*n) un  Tk (*) u weakly in L2 (0, T; L6 (T)),
(4.5)
sgn+ (*n&k) div un  /k weakly in L2 (Q)
and, passing to the limit in (2.6),
t Tk (*)+div(Tk (*) u)&k/k=0 in D$(Q). (4.6)
Now, similarly as above, we take Ai[Tk (*)] as a test function for (3.8)
and use (4.6) to deduce the identity
|
Q
(p(*)&(*+2+) div u) Tk (*) dx dt
&
1
|T| |
T
0
 \|T p(*) dx+ |T Tk (*) dx dt
=|
Q
k/kAi[*u i]&t *uiAi[Tk (*)] dx dt
+|
Q
uiQi, j[Tk (*), *u j]&* f iAi[Tk (*)] dx dt. (4.7)
To show (4.1), we pass to the limit in (4.4) and compare the resulting
expression with (4.7).
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To begin, observe that (3.3) and (3.6) yield
|
T
0
 \|T pn (*n) dx+ |T Tk (*n) dx dt  |
T
0
 \|T p(*) dx+ |T Tk (*) dx dt.
Next, using the smoothing properties of Ai (cf. (4.3)) together with (3.5),
(4.5) we get
|
Q
 sgn+ (*n&k)(div un) Ai[*nu in] dx dt  |
Q
/kAi[*ui] dx dt
and, analogously,
|
Q
t *nu inAi[Tk (*n)] dx dt  |
Q
t *uiAi[Tk (*)] dx dt,
|
Q
*n f inAi[Tk (*n)] dx dt  |
Q
* f iAi[Tk (*)] dx dt.
Thus to complete the proof we have to show
|
Q
uiQi, j[Tk (*n), *nu jn] dx dt  |
Q
u iQi, j[Tk (*), *u j] dx dt. (4.8)
As already metioned in the Introduction, this is the crucial part of the
proof of Theorem 1.1 and we give an elementary proof of it.
In fact, the operators Qi, j fit in the class investigated by Coifman et al.
[2] (cf. also Li et al. [9]). Besides many other interesting features, they
enjoy the remarkable property of being weakly continuous. In fact, per-
forming the discrete Fourier transform, i.e. evaluating the corresponding
Fourier coefficients ak , we can see
ak[Qi, j[v, w]]= :
m # Z3
(Q k&mi, j &Q
m
i, j) ak&m[v] am[w], (4.9)
where
Q ki, j=
kik j
|k|2
for k{0, Q 0i, j=0.
Since Q &k=Q k, one checks easily
lim
|m|  
|Q k&mi, j &Q
m
i, j |=0 for any fixed k
which, along with the formula (4.9) yields the following result (see
Coifmann et al. [2, Theorem V.1.]):
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Proposition 4.1. Let v= , w= be in L2 (T) and such that
v=  v, w=  w weakly in L2 (T).
Then
Qi, j[v= , w=]  Qi, j[v, w] in D$(T).
Now, using (4.3) we observe that the operators (xi 2
&1xj) appearing in
the definition of Qi, j happen to be bounded in L p for any 1<p<. This
yields the following
Corollary 4.1. Let v= be in Lq (T), w= be in Ls (T) and
v=  v weakly in Lq (T), w=  w weakly in Ls (T)
with q, s finite,
1
q
+
1
s
<1.
Then
Qi, j[v= , w=]  Q[v, w] weakly in Lr (T),
1
q
+
1
s
=
1
r
<1.
Proof. Assuming, e.g., q>2 replace w= by Tk[w=] where Tk are the
cut-off operators defined by (2.5). Thus
&Tk[w=]&w= &_L_(T)k
_&sB
and, consequently,
&Tk[w]&w&_L_(T)k_&sB,
where
1
q
+
1
_
=1, B=sup
=
&w=& sLs(T)
and Tk[w] denotes a weak limit of Tk[w=].
Now, we write
Qi, j[v= , w=]&Qi, j[v, w]=(Qi, j[v= , Tk[w=]]&Qi, j[v, Tk[w]])
+Qi, j[v= , w=&Tk[w=]]+Qi, j[v, Tk[w]&w],
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where the first term converges weakly to zero by virtue of Proposition 4.1
and the remaining two are small in L1 (T) provided k is large. K
Corollary 4.1 together with (3.3), (3.5) yields
Qi, j[Tk (*n (t)), *n (t) u jn(t)]
 Qi, j[Tk (*(t)), *(t) u j (t)] weakly in Lq (T), i=1, 2, 3
(4.10)
for all t # [0, T] and
1<q<
2#
#+1
.
In particular, the convergence in (4.10) is strong in the L2 (0, T;
W&1, 2 (T)) topology and, consequently, (4.8) follows. Lemma 4.1 has been
proved.
5. WEAK CONVERGENCE OF THE PRESSURE
In this section, we complete the proof of Theorem 1.1 by showing (1.18).
Lemma 5.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, we have
lim sup
n   |Q pn (*n) Tk (*n) dx dt|Q p(*) Tk (*) dx dt+$(k) (5.1)
for any k>1, where
$(k)  0 for k  .
Proof. (i) Under the hypothesis (1.15), the relation (5.1) follows
directly from Lemma 4.1.
(ii) In the periodic case (1.14), the relation (2.7) implies
lim
n   |Q pn (*n) Tk (*n) dx dt
=|
Q
p(*) Tk (*) dx dt&(*+2+) |
Q
div u Tk (*) dx dt
for all k.
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Since we already know that * satisfies (1.1), we can apply (2.7) again to
deduce
|
Q
div u Tk (*) dx dt=0
and, consequently,
lim sup
n   |Q pn (*n) Tk (*n) dx dt
|
Q
p(*) Tk (*) dx dt+(*+2+)|
Q
|div u| |Tk (*)&Tk (*)| dx dt.
Now, we have
|
Q
|div u| |Tk (*)&Tk (*)| dx dt
|
Q
|div u| |Tk (*)&*| dx dt+lim inf
n   |Q |div u| |Tk (*n)&*n | dx dt
2 sup
[v0, &v&L2 (Q)M]
|
Q
|div u| |Tk (v)&v| dx dt,
where the existence of M follows from the uniform L2-bound stated in
(2.3).
The last term may be estimated by means of the Ho lder inequality,
sup
[v, &v&L2 (Q)M]
|
Q
|div u| |Tk (v)&v| dx dt
M sup
[v, &v&L2 (Q)M]
|
vk
|div u|2 dx dt,
where the right-hand side is uniformly small with growing k by virtue of
the absolute continuity of the Lebesgue integral.
(iii) Under the hypothesis (1.13), Lemma 4.1 gives rise to
lim sup
n   |Q pn (*n) Tk (*n) dx dt|Q p(*) Tk (*) dx dt
+(*+2+) lim sup
n   |Q div unTk (*n)&div u Tk (*) dx dt.
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Using Lemma 2.2 and along with (1.13), (3.2), we get
lim sup
n   |Q div unTk (*n) dx dt
 lim
n   |T Mk (*n (0)) dx&lim infn   |T Mk (*n (T )) dx
|
T
Mk (*)(0) dx&|
T
Mk (*(T)) dx
=|
Q
div uTk (*) dx dt.
Thus we infer
lim sup
n   |Q pn (*n) Tk (*n) dx dt|Q p(*) Tk (*) dx dt
+(*+2+) |
Q
|div u| |Tk (*)&Tk (*)| dx dt
for any k and the rest follows exactly as in step (ii). K
Lemma 5.2. Let pn satisfy the hypotheses (1.3), (1.9),
pn  p uniformly on compact sets in [0, ),
*n  * weakly in L2 (Q),
pn (*n)  p(*) weakly in L: (Q),
Tk (*n)  Tk (*) weakly star in L (Q),
and
lim sup
n   |Q pn (*n) Tk (*n) dx dt|Q p(*) Tk (*) dx dt+$(k)
for any k>1, where
$(k)  0 for k  .
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Then
p(*)=p(*).
Proof. We have
lim sup
n   |Q pn (*n) Tk (*n) dx dt+lim infn   |Q pn (*n)(T l&Tk)(*n) dx dt
lim sup
n   |Q pn (*n) Tl (*n) dx dt|Q p(*) Tl (*) dx dt+$(l ) (5.2)
for any l>k>1.
Using monotonicity of pn and Tl&Tk we have
lim inf
n   |Q pn (*n)(Tl&Tk)(*n) dx dt
|
Q
p(.)(Tl (*)&Tk (*))& p(.)(T l&Tk)(.)+p(*)(Tl&Tk)(.) dx dt
for any .0 such that p(.) # L1 (Q). Accordingly, since p non-decreasing
and p(z)   for z   (cf. Lemma 2.1), we can take
.(x, t)=min[z # p&1 ((p(*)(t, x))], i.e., p(.)=p(*) # L: (Q)
to conclude
lim inf
n   |Q pn (*n)(Tl&Tk)(*n) dx dt|Q p(*)(Tl (*)&Tk (*)) dx dt. (5.3)
Combining (5.2), (5.3) we get
lim sup
n   |Q pn (*n) Tk (*n) dx dt|Q p(*) Tk (*) dx dt+$(l )
for any l>k and, consequently,
lim sup
n   |Q pn (*n) Tk (*n) dx dt|Q p(*) Tk (*) dx dt for any k>1.
(5.4)
At this stage, using monotonicity of p, Tk together with (5.4), we obtain
|
Q
(p(*)& p(.))(Tk (*)&Tk (.)) dx dt0 (5.5)
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for any .0 such that p(.) # L1 (Q). Similarly as above, we set
.= (t, x)=min[z # p&1 (=,+p(*)(t, x)), i.e., p(.=)==,+p(*)
for arbitrary =>0 and , # D(Q). Using (5.5) and letting =  0 we get
Tk (*)=Tk (.0), where p(.0)=p(*) for any k>1.
Letting k   we deduce
*=.0 , i.e., p(*)=p(*). K
Combining the preceding results we get (1.18). Theorem 1.1 has been
proved.
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